Padeye Holes -  20.1Dia - Made to Suit 3.25T Shackles
Weight of Unit: 650Kgs

REV   BY     DESCRIPTION                  DATE   CHKD   APPR  EXTR   CL_APP
1     DB      added additional hole to winch. Length of Unit reduced 20mm, Weight of Unit Updated to As Built  19.12.14  DB    NH
2     DB      20.11.15  DB    IH

This drawing is copyright and is the property of Blue Manta Pty Ltd. It shall not be reproduced or used without the express permission of Blue Manta Pty Ltd.

Specifications

- MM 20.1Dia Holes
- Made to suit 3.25T Shackles
- Weight of Unit: 650Kgs

Material: 1.0mm UNI

Long dimensions: 855mm

Width dimensions: 740mm

Height dimensions: 740mm

Weight: 650Kgs